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Interview with Tomasz Józefacki, President and CEO of Benefit Systems SA

Helping employees 
achieve a healthy work-
life balance

Achieving a satisfactory balance between the demands 
of work and family while still making time for the things 
that make life worth living such as sport and leisure  
activities is no easy task, given the hectic pace of  
modern life. However, ask any employee what the most 
important consideration for them is when choosing a  
new employer, and the answer is likely to be a good 

work-life balance over a hefty paycheck. That is what 
the Polish company Benefit Systems helps its clients 
to achieve through a subscription to its programme 
of sports and leisure activities.

The Benefit Systems 
sports card gives em-
ployees access to over 
4,000 sport and fitness 
offers
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The idea behind Benefit Systems’ 

business concept is to give people 

options for their work-life balance 

by targeting their employers. “Em-

ployers are in competition for the 

best candidates in a hard-fought 

employment market where well-

qualified employees are in short 

supply,” explains President and 

CEO Tom Józefacki. “We develop 

products that employers can use to 

make their job offers that bit more 

attractive.” As the saying goes 

“happy employees are productive 

employees,” so the benefit is also 

for the employer in this concept.

Benefit Systems has just cel-

ebrated its tenth anniversary hav-

ing started from scratch with an 

innovative concept that has caught 

on strongly with its customers. Its 

main product is a health and fit-

ness membership card that gives 

holders access to 4,000 sports 

facilities across Poland. The card 

entitles members to use fitness 

studios, swimming pools and 

sports centers or attend aerobics 

and yoga classes. The choice is 

extremely wide, and more than 

half a million people in Poland cur-

rently use the card. “We started in 

the Czech Republic with the same 

scheme three years ago and have 

already signed up over 10,000 

members,” explains Mr. Józefacki. 

“We work at both ends of the 

scheme. We negotiate with the 

facilities on the one hand to take 

part in the scheme and then sell 

membership to the companies. We 

focus on achieving a win-win situ-

ation that creates added value for 

the users and for the clubs.” 

The sports card is not available 

to individuals and is always spon-

sored by the member’s employer. 

This stops Benefit Systems from 

being in competition with the 

sports facilities with which it part-

ners. Client companies must there-

fore have at least ten full-time em-

ployees to take part in the scheme. 

The companies pay a monthly 

subscription which allows employ-

ees access to the services.

The idea has proved extremely 

successful. Since taking the 

company public in 2011, Benefit 

Systems has seen its share price 

triple.

››› 

Maintaining a healthy work-life balance 
is the key to a happy and healthy life

To attract the best candidates 
for vacancies, companies have 

to offer attractive benefits

››› Interview with Tomasz Józefacki, President and CEO of Benefit Systems SA
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››› Interview with Tomasz Józefacki, President and CEO of Benefit Systems SA

Around the same time, the com-

pany began to invest in fitness 

clubs. “It is our money behind 

the clubs, but we do not operate 

them,” explains Mr. Józefacki. “As 

the owner, however, it is much 

easier to get them to sign up their 

services to our scheme.” The com-

pany has also branched out into 

other leisure areas besides sport 

and fitness. About five years ago, 

it launched its own e-commerce 

platform offering a variety of leisure 

services including food, entertain-

ment, cinema and travel. Users log 

on with their corporate ID and are 

able to access a wide variety of lei-

sure activites that can be booked 

at a discounted price. “Last year, 

we launched an e-learning service 

on the platform offering online 

language courses in English or 

German to reflect the diversity of 

things people like to do with their 

free time,” says Mr. Józefacki. 

“The idea is to give people the 

opportunity to create a good work-

life balance and to make these 

activities available at an attractive 

price.” 

Unsurprisingly, the early adopters 

of the scheme were big corpora-

tions like banks and insurance 

companies that have traditionally 

offered their employees generous 

perks in order to attract the best 

candidates for vacancies. Nowa-

days the client profile is far more 

diverse. “Our client list is made 

In brief
Core Competence
Corporate incentives for employees

Facts & Figures 
•  Founded: 2005
•  Structure: Publicly listed company
•  Branch offices: six regional offices in Poland
•  Employees: 500
•  Export: Active in Romania, Slovakia and Bulgaria

Products & Services 
•  Sports cards
•  E-commerce platform
•  E-learning

Target Groups 
Companies and organizations with more than ten employees

Philosophy
Innovative approach to work-life balance

Future  
Continued expansion at home and abroad

‘Work-life balance’ is the watchword for the new generation of workers, and Benefit Systems helps them achieve it

›››
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begins to expand internationally, 

it will have to adapt its offer to 

more mature markets. “We have 

already started to move into neigh-

bouring countries with a similar 

demographic to Poland such as 

Slovakia, Romania and Bulgaria,” 

says Mr. Józefacki. “Ideally, we 

would like to move into Germany 

in the future, but the demographic 

there is somewhat older, so we will 

have to make some changes to our 

model.”

For the time being, Benefit 

Systems is building its member-

ship model and expanding into 

countries with a similar profile 

to Poland. It now employs 500 

people directly and a further 

1,500 through its own sports 

clubs. The company is currently 

undergoing internal reorganiza-

tion, which should be completed 

by March of this year. Under the 

new structure, separate operating 

companies will be responsible for 

the different parts of the business. 

The business areas sports cards, 

e-commerce, fitness clubs and 

international expansion will all be 

organized into separate subsidiar-

ies. “We are setting the scene for 

the next stage in our growth,”  

says Mr. Józefacki. “Our target 

for the future is to move into the 

mobile arena with our e-commerce 

platform.” ❙

Benefit Systems SA
ul. Fredry 6 
00097 Warsaw 
Poland

 +48 22 2424000 
 +48 22 8317920

  infolinia@benefitsystems.pl 
 www.benefitsystems.pl

Subscribers to Benefit Systems’ incentives scheme also benefit from discounted 
cinema and theater tickets

up of everything from schools and 

postal services to large and small 

companies,” says Mr. Józefacki. 

“We publish our own magazine fo-

cusing on human resources issues 

and employee motivation. We ap-

proach HR managers to sell them 

the benefits of the scheme and use 

the magazine as a helpful tool. We 

also target card users, as well, so 

that they can register with us.” The 

scheme is still primarily focused 

on sports cards, which account for 

90% of turnover, while other plat-

forms account for the remaining 

10%. This is certainly a reflection 

of the average age of card users. 

“The average age of employees 

in our incentives system is under 

30,” says Mr. Józefacki. “These 

are mainly people who are not yet 

burdened with family life and have 

more time to themselves outside 

work to engage in sporting and 

leisure pursuits. That is why the fa-

cilities on offer tend to be targeted 

to a younger audience.” Growth 

and demographic factors in Poland 

mean that there is a large number 

of well-educated young people now 

entering the workforce with quite 

different expectations of working 

life than their parents. Those grow-

ing up with the scheme will no 

doubt hope to benefit from tailored 

offers as they progress through life 

stages such as marrying and hav-

ing a family. As Benefits Systems 

››› Interview with Tomasz Józefacki, President and CEO of Benefit Systems SA
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Committed to caring
Pain can have a very negative impact on the quality of life. 
Furthermore, it not only affects the body but also influences 
how people feel emotionally. Pain can affect people’s well-
being, sleep patterns, the ability to work, posture and mobil-
ity. For these reasons, effective pain management is crucial 
for patients suffering from acute or chronic pain. IBSA Farma-
ceutici Italia s.r.l. is one of Europe’s leading pharmaceutical 
companies when it comes to reducing pain. Over the years, 
the Italian company has developed several drugs that sett new 
benchmarks on the market. Transdermal patches and pre-filled 
syringes are among the company’s many outstanding product 
developments.

IBSA Italia is part of the IBSA 

group, which was founded in 

1945 in Switzerland by a group of 

Swiss biologists as IBSA SA Institut 

Biochimique. It did not take long 

before the company had gained 

an excellent reputation on the 

international market. In 2001, it 

established a subsidiary in Italy 

that today has 450 employees 

and turnover of almost 150 mil-

lion EUR. “IBSA Italia started as 

Interview with Giorgio Pisani, President and Managing Director of IBSA Farmaceutici Italia s.r.l.

a small company with turnover 

of five million EUR,” explains 

Managing Director Giorgio Pisani. 

“Especially the first years were 

extremely dynamic.” New produc-

tion lines eventually allowed for 

production for both the group and 

third parties, which had a very 

positive impact on the company’s 

further development. In 2005, 

IBSA started restructuring its sales 

organization and established a new 

marketing structure. In 2010, it 

acquired Bouty Healthcare, a com-

pany specializing in distribution 

via pharmacies and retailers. Due 

to these new distribution chan-

nels, IBSA had a significant growth 

spurt. In 2014, the company 

turned over 120 million EUR with 

an export share of 30%. In 2016, 

it expects a further increase to 160 

million EUR.

The driving force behind this dy-

namic development is products 

that are sold under IBSA’s own 

labels and as private labels. IBSA 

concentrates on drugs used in der-

matology, endocrinology, human 

reproduction, pain and inflam-

matory, respiratory, rheumatology 

and urology. Among its product 

highlights are innovative Flector® 

patches that are applied on the 

skin and that are unique on the 

market. “Our Flector® patches 

contain diclofenac, a nonsteroi-

dal anti-inflammatory drug that 

works by reducing hormones that 

cause inflammation and pain in 

the body,” says Mr. Pisani. “It is 

effective in many diseases from 

muscular injuries to back pain. 

Diclofenac provides prompt relief 

from pain.” IBSA developed Flec-

Flector® – innovative patches contain-
ing diclofenac to reduce pain 

Pre-filled syringes are an important IBSA trademark ›››

http://www.european-business.com
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ANZEIGE ›››  Interview with Giorgio Pisani, President and Managing 

Director of IBSA Farmaceutici Italia s.r.l.

IBSA Farmaceutici  
Italia s.r.l.
Via Martiri di Cefalonia, 2 
26900 Lodi 
Italy

 +39 0371 6171 
 +39 0371 617244

  info@ibsa.it
 www.ibsa.it

tor®, which is distributed by Bouty 

in Italy, Novartis in Germany and 

Pfizer in the United States. With 

iAluRil, IBSA developed another 

product highlight that comes in a 

pre-filled syringe and can be used 

for the treatment of the urinary 

tract. “IBSA is well-known for 

medical devices that come in pre-

filled syringes,” states Mr. Pisani. 

“Here, we are the number one 

on the market. In the department 

of orthopaedics, for example, we 

introduced pre-filled syringes with 

hyaluronic acid for the treatment of 

arthrosis. Another example is the 

diclofenac sodium injection Akis or 

Dicloin, whicht is used in the man-

agement of pain. Its subcutaneous 

administration has many advan-

tages compared to intramuscular 

delivery. It can easily be used at 

home for instance.” Another strong 

IBSA focus is on human reproduc-

tion. “Due to many new technolo-

gies and products, more and more 

couples can realize their dream 

of becoming parents,” says Mr. 

Pisani. “We concentrate a lot on 

fertility hormones and introduced 

products such as Prolutex, a luteal 

hormone that prepares the lining 

of the uterus for the implantation of 

the embryo.”

All IBSA products are produced 

in the IBSA Group’s manufactur-

ing plants. This way total quality 

control is guaranteed. “Constant 

quality and affordable prices are 

prime characteristics of IBSA,” 

underlines Mr. Pisani. “The entire 

production is located within the 

group. This way we have great 

responsiveness. We have always 

believed in Italy’s potential, and we 

were right. We have continuously 

invested despite difficult political 

and economic conditions. Our loy-

alty towards our country has long 

paid off. We are sure that we will 

continue our successful develop-

ment in Italy and abroad.” ❙

European Business  
NEWS LETTER
 
•  MORE BRAND ATTENTION
• ADDITIONAL BUYERS
• EXACT TARGETING
• INCREASED SALES

CONTACT US!
+49 5971 92161-801

IBSA Farmaceutici Italia’s headquarters are located in Lodi 

http://www.european-business.com
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Interview with Oliver Diderich, Managing Director of Cesra Arzneimittel GmbH & Co. KG

Plant-based good health
One of the tragedies of the loss of natural habitats caused by the expansion of human in-
fluence is that it prevents the discovery of new flora. Plants are not just important from a 
botanical point of view but also from a medicinal one. Many of the drugs and medical treat-
ments on the market today have their origins in plant-based active ingredients. Cesra  
Arzneimittel GmbH & Co. KG specializes in the development and distribution of plant-based 
pharmaceuticals and medical cosmetics that harness the power of nature for good health. 
European Business spoke to its Managing Director and Head of Marketing and Distribution 
Oliver Diderich about ‘green medicine’.

EB: Mr. Diderich, can ‘green medi-

cine’ really provide a cure for dis-

eases that conventional medicine 

cannot?

Oliver Diderich: We do not see our 

treatments as a replacement for 

conventional medicine but as a 

more gentle alternative. Just as you 

wouldn’t use a hammer to crack a 

nut, you shouldn’t start off with the 

big chemical guns for a relatively 

minor problem. Our plant-based 

treatments are formulated around 

proven herbal remedies that have 

been part of the natural medicine 

cabinet for centuries. Many diseas-

es can be effectively treated with 

phytopharmaceuticals but without 

the side effects of conventional 

treatments. Our products have an 

outstanding reputation with doc-

tors, pharmacists, alternative prac-

titioners and patients who choose 

them as a natural first line of treat-

ment for less severe diseases.

EB: Cesra has been making ‘green 

medicine’ for over 80 years. What 

has changed during that time?

Oliver Diderich: Everything that 

Cesra represents today can be 

traced back to its founder, Julius 

Redel. He was a visionary entre-

preneur who built the company 

from the very beginning on the 

basis of his belief in natural reme-

dies. When he died in 1983, he left 

behind an expanding and efficient 

company. In the mid-1990s, the 

entire company was modernized, 

and the focus on high-tech pro-

duction methods continues till this 

day. However, our product range 

still focuses on natural treatments 

although it has been expanded 

continuously and is now relatively 

diversified for a company of our 

size.

EB: Can you describe your main 

product areas?

Oliver Diderich: Our core area 

of expertise is the treatment of 

inflammatory skin disorders. Un-

der the ilon® umbrella brand, we 

market a range of creams and oint-

ments aimed at treating everything 

from dry skin to skin sores. ilon® 

Salbe Classic has been produced 

by Cesra since 1929 and contains 

entirely plant-based ingredients. 

The key ingredients are larch 

turpentine and refined turpentine 

oil. It is a unique product and has 

Aescuven® improves circulation in the deep veins of the leg, helping avoid common 
problems such as heavy legs and varicose veins

The latest addition to the ilon® medical skincare range is a 
soothing body balm for use after shaving body hair

›››

http://www.european-business.com
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Cesra Arzneimittel GmbH & Co. KG
Braunmattstrasse 20 
76532 Baden-Baden 
Germany

 +49 7221 95400 
 +49 7221 54026

 cesra@cesra.de 
 www.cesra.de

proven its effectiveness over eight 

decades of use. The active ingre-

dients in larch turpentine increase 

blood circulation to the affected 

areas, thus promoting healing. It 

is also a strong disinfectant that 

keeps the area clean once the 

puss from the abcess has been 

drained. Over the years, the ilon® 

range has been extended with a 

barrier cream for irritated skin and 

a moisturizer for dry and sensitive 

skin. The latest addition to the 

ilon® product family is ilon® Body-

shave Balsam, which is a sooth-

ing balm intended for use after 

shaving body hair. We also have 

products to promote digestion, 

strengthen the immune system, 

combat venous insufficiency and 

treat bladder dysfunction as well 

as specific products to regulate the 

female hormonal cycle.

EB: Can you tell us about the Redel 

Foundation and what it stands for?

Oliver Diderich: The Redel Founda-

tion was set up after the death of 

the company founder to fund and 

support charitable projects around 

the world. It reflects the company’s 

commitment to humanitarian  

issues.

EB: Mr. Diderich, you took up your 

post a year ago. What strategic 

changes have you implemented 

since then? 

Oliver Diderich: On the one hand, 

our focus is on developing phar-

macies as a sales channel. Com-

petition is getting stronger as less 

money can be made from generic 

medications. Pharmacies already 

complement their dispensing 

activities by stocking cosmetics 

and OTC treatments. We have to 

ensure that our product range fits 

in with this concept. Another im-

portant market for us is China. We 

started our business there about 

20 years ago, and the market is 

developing strongly as a result of 

our new export strategy, which 

capitalizes on the Chinese interest 

in traditional medicine. 

EB: What are your plans for the 

future?

Oliver Diderich: We will continue 

to expand our export activites. At 

present, 60% of turnover comes 

from exports to Europe, China, 

the Middle East and Russia. We 

hope to break into new markets 

by addressing the highly relevant 

therapeutic areas of dermatology 

and gynaecology using our um-

brella brands ilon and Feminon, 

respectively.

EB: Mr. Diderich, thank you for the 

interview. ❙

Cesra’s modern production facilities in Baden-Baden

Feminon® C helps alleviate some of the symptoms of menopause in women Providing effective treatment for skin sores for over 80 years – ilon® Salbe classic 
(formerly known as ilon abscess ointment)

››› Interview with Oliver Diderich, Managing Director of Cesra Arzneimittel GmbH & Co. KG
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ANZEIGE Interview with Dr. Christian Sauber, Vice President and General Manager –  

Pathology Division of Agilent Technologies

The one-stop  
laboratory shop
There is much more to laboratories than meets the eye. Beyond 
the chemicals or materials with which the labs will be working, they 
require equipment ranging from basic test tubes, petri dishes and 
beakers to high-tech research and diagnostic machines. Most people 
would expect to work with numerous suppliers to cover such a broad 
spectrum of needs, but there is one company that can do it all:  
Agilent Technologies. 

Located in Waldbronn, Germany, 

Agilent Technologies provides labo-

ratories with a complete portfolio – 

from instruments to consumables 

to services. “We are particularly 

strong in chromatography and 

spectrometry,” says Dr. Christian 

Sauber, Vice President and Gen-

eral Manager – Pathology Division. 

“Those are two technologies that 

have very broad applications.” 

With its focus on those tech-

nologies, Agilent Technologies also 

supplies the corresponding con-

sumables to create sample prepa-

rations. The company’s services 

complete a laboratory’s cycle. Agi-

lent Technologies repairs its own 

equipment as well as machines 

built by other manufacturers. It 

also includes full asset manage-

ment for entire laboratories. 

High-end LCMS equipment has 

been a part of the Agilent Tech-

nologies portfolio for about a 

decade now. The abbreviation 

of liquid chromatography-mass 

spectrometry, LCMS systems are 

highly sensitive and can be used to 

separate, detect and identify differ-

ent chemicals by mass. “There is a 

growing market for high-end LCMS 

systems,” Dr. Sauber notes. “We 

have big ambitions in this field and 

keep working on improving the ba-

sic parameters. The primary goal 

here lies in increasing efficiency.”

Naming a product ‘Infinity’ might 

imply that it is the ultimate in its 

category, but Agilent Technologies 

Agilent Technologies is located in Waldbronn, Germany

Infinity II takes the company’s existing 
HPLC measurement technology to a new 
level

›››
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Agilent Technologies
Hewlett-Packard-Strasse 8 
76337 Waldbronn 
Germany

 +49 800 6031000 
 +49 69 95307919

 CustomerCare_Germany@agilent.com 
 www.agilent.com

has proven that that is not always 

the case. The company has taken 

its existing HPLC measurement 

technology and created an Infinity 

II series by increasing the equip-

ment’s efficiency and productivity. 

“The concept behind the systems 

is that they generate added value 

for the customer,” Dr. Sauber ex-

plains.

Diagnostics is a field that Agilent 

Technologies has had in focus 

since the acquisition of DAKO in 

2012. “We deal with dyeing tech-

nologies for tissues,” Dr. Sauber 

says. “Our Pathology Division is 

a market leader in tissue-based 

cancer diagnostics.” The company 

offers laboratories many possibili-

ties for improving their diagnos-

tics. However, diagnostics is just 

one of six industries that Agilent 

Technologies targets in particular. 

The other five are pharmaceuti-

cals, research, energy, food and 

environment. “We work with com-

panies of all sizes,” Dr. Sauber 

highlights. “We develop long-term 

relationships with our customers 

and adapt to their needs.” The ref-

erence list features the names of 

major players in their respective in-

dustries, such as Roche, Novartis 

and Bayer in pharmaceuticals 

and BASF, Nestlé and Coca-Cola 

in the food/environment sector. 

The food industry counts on the 

company’s expertise for consumer 

safety food testing – a topic gaining 

importance after numerous food 

scandals in recent years. 

The Agilent Technologies group is 

a spin-off from Hewlett-Packard, 

established as its own company 

in 1999. Its function originated 

in measuring technology and in-

cluded electronic measuring and 

analytical measuring. Since 2005 

Agilent’s focus has been on life sci-

ences. The group is headquartered 

in Santa Clara, California, but its 

European base is in Waldbronn. 

With 12,000 employees worldwide, 

the Agilent Technologies group has 

global turnover of four billion USD 

annually. It is represented in more 

than 100 countries. 

The company faces changes to 

its size in the near future. “The 

electronic measurement segment 

of the company is breaking off to 

form the company Keysight,” Dr. 

Sauber discloses. “We expect to 

experience evolutionary develop-

ment, grow organically and be 

profitable. We are already well 

positioned, so the next quarters 

will largely be about optimization.” 

From a strategic standpoint, Agi-

lent Technologies may consider 

acquiring smaller companies with 

advanced technologies if the move 

seems sensible.  ❙

Agilent Technologies continues to 
increase the performance of its LCMS 
technology – a fixture in the portfolio 
for high-end LCMS for ten years and 
more than 35 years in mass spectometry 
overall

DAKO, a subsidiary of Agilent Technologies, 
is the market leader in dyeing technologies 

for tissue analysis

The Agilent 6460 Triple Quadrupole LC/MS System features improved 
sensitivity for more applications in a number of fields

››› Interview with Dr. Christian Sauber, Vice President and General Manager – Pathology Division of Agilent Technologies
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Interview with Sinisa Anton Zanetic, CEO and President of Lola Ribar d.d.

From a small workshop for the 

production of bandages and cot-

ton wool, Lola Ribar has devel-

oped into an international player, 

producing about eleven million 

square meters of gauze and gauze 

products as well as a total of 400 

t of cotton wool and cotton wool 

products – always living up to its 

vision of producing natural materi-

als only. “We are the leading pro-

ducers of sanitary products in the 

states of former Yugoslavia,” points 

out Sinisa Anton Zanetic, CEO 

and President of the Management 

Board, when asked about the posi-

tion of Lola Ribar in the hospital, 

retailing and pharmacy markets. 

The company can look back on 

a long tradition in the production 

of gauzes, gauze products, cotton 

wool and cotton wool products for 

various applications. “Since 1932 

we have overcome structural, or-

ganizational and market changes 

in this part of Europe and have 

emerged as a top player, supply-

ing natural sanitary and medical 

products that are now exported to 

the whole of Southeastern Europe 

and beyond,” says Mr. Zanetic. 

Successful export products: Lola Ribar’s medical product range

The natural way

Its elegant design reflects the new 
Lolisima line’s flawless quality

Nature matters, and natural products are growing in popularity in all 
areas of daily life. Particularly when it comes to hygiene and medical 
issues, ‘natural’ is the buzzword. For over a century, Lola Ribar d.d. 
in Zagreb has been the leading address for medical supplies, gauze 
and cotton products made using only natural materials. 

›››
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Lola Ribar d.d.
Radnička cesta 54 
10 000 Zagreb 
Croatia

 +385 1 3535310 
 +385 1 6444531

 info@lolaribar.hr 
 www.lolaribar.hr

Lola Ribar is an A brand in Croatia 

as well as in its neighbouring coun-

tries and even as far as Germany. 

“In Düsseldorf, we recently opened 

an office for pursuing sales with 

multinationals. We know that if we 

are able to beat European competi-

tors in our home market, we will 

be able to get going in Germany as 

well,” adds Mr. Zanetic. 

Lola Ribar’s mother and child line

Ready-to-use products from Lola Ribar save hospitals time and money

Since Croatia became a member 

of the EU in 2013, Lola Ribar has 

complied with all international 

standards. The company is proud 

that the superior quality of its sen-

sitive hygiene products, all made 

from natural raw materials, is 

highly appreciated by its custom-

ers. “We have divided our product 

range into three main categories,” 

says Mr. Zanetic. “For hospitals, 

we provide gauze and cotton band-

age sterile sets for different types 

of operations and procedures. Our 

second line focuses on consumer 

products in retailing, including 

cotton pads, sanitary napkins, and 

a mother and child line. Products 

designed and made for pharma-

cies, medical care and first-aid are 

to be found in a third group.”

Lola Ribar is very much involved 

in developing its hospital lines 

and presenting convincing ideas 

regarding material savings to 

hospitals. “Many products like 

gauze are still bought by the meter 

so that manpower and time are 

wasted on simple tasks like cutting 

or sterilization,” points out Mr. Za-

netic. “We see a savings potential 

of up to 30% simply by changing 

to more appropriate ready-to-use 

products. This is just one example 

of how staff resources can be used 

more efficiently.” At the moment, 

Lola Ribar is growing in the retail-

ing and pharmacy segments in 

particular and is investing in new 

equipment for pharmacies. “We 

want our pharmacy line to be 

established as a premium brand, 

designing products that look nice 

and are loved by the consumer,” 

states Mr. Zanetic.

International expansion and a 

doubling of sales figures are top 

issues on Lola Ribar’s agenda. 

The company is about to register 

its products in new foreign mar-

kets like Russia. “We know that 

demand is growing,” adds Mr. 

Zanetic. “This is why we choose 

carefully where we want to grow, 

also with regard to our 120 staff 

members. Growth is also about 

giving them a future.” ❙

Lola Ribar’s 
products 
are soft and 
gentle

››› Interview with Sinisa Anton Zanetic, CEO and President of Lola Ribar d.d.
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Interview with Alain Cassam Chenai, CEO of Embryolisse Paris

The cream for models
Consumers look out for a skin care range that supports the well-being of their skin without 
irritating and damaging it. Their dermatologist will point to Embryolisse. The French cosmet-
ics company has been developing dermo-cosmetic skin products for more than 65 years. Its 
best-selling Embryolisse Lait-Crème Concentré has become a well sought-after skin cream 
for make-up artists and models, but even women away from the spotlight love the skin care 
brand.

Since its emergence in 1950, lo-

tions and creams from Embryolisse 

have developed into a global suc-

cess story, with celebrity models 

and their make-up artists using 

the facial cream as a base for 

make-up. The French derma-

tologist who founded Embryolisse 

probably did not foresee the ef-

fect his new development would 

have on the cosmetics market. 

“It was his aim to create a cream 

that supports healthy and natural 

skin, using only a few ingredients 

to prevent irritation and excessive 

strain on the skin,” points out CEO 

Alain Cassam Chenai. His wife 

took over the established brand in 

1994 before Mr. Cassam Chenai 

himself joined the business in 

2004, promoting the brand’s inter-

nationalization and new product 

developments.

Embryolisse’s products are avail-

able in 20 countries, with the USA 

and Asia both being key markets, 

each importing about 10% of Em-

bryolisse’s total production. Even in 

Japan, Embryolisse opened a sales 

office seven years ago. “Demand 

for our dermo-cosmetic creams is 

really surging,” says Mr. Cassam 

Chenai. “In France, our products 

are recommended by dermatolo-

gists. Nevertheless, we offer cos-

metics and not medical products, 

and our tests are as strict as those 

of the medical industry.” The best-

seller is Embryolisse Lait-Crème 

Concentré, which is available as 

a cream for the face and as a lo-

tion for the body. The company’s 

portfolio includes moisturizers, 

cleansers and make-up removers, 

nourishing products, Artist Secrets 

and anti-aging creams, addressing 

women between 35 and 65 years 

of age.

“Many make-up artists use our 

creams at fashion shows, when 

models are permanently made 

up, or at film and theater sets. Our 

products regulate and nourish 

the skin and are a good founda-

tion for any make-up. The skin 

retains its natural balance, and 

due to the simplicity of our for-

mulations, the risk of allergies is 

minimized,” stresses Mr. Cassam 

Chenai. Embryolisse’s latest range 

for make-up artists, Artist Secrets, 

has become a great success, giv-

ing the cream a glamour factor 

that attracts new customers. “We 

are optimistic about our future. 

Sales figures in pharmacies, in our 

online shop and at our points of 

sale have shown that our products 

meet the high expectations of our 

customers,” adds Mr. Cassam 

Chenai. “We will enter into even 

closer contact with the customer 

within the next few years.” ❙

Embryolisse Paris
16 rue Danton 
92130 Issy-Les-Moulineaux 
France

 +33 1 58 88 80 80 
 +33 1 58 88 80 81

 info@embryolisse.com 
 www.embryolisse.com

Embryolisse’s creams are loved by make-up artists

The portfolio in-
cludes moisturizers, 

cleansers, and 
nourishing and anti-

aging creams

http://www.european-business.com
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Interview with Erik Otten, Sales and Marketing Manager at Berendsen Cleanroom Service, Micronclean BV

Cleaning is our passion
Working in sensitive environments requires appropriate clothing that is cleaner than clean. 
Particularly in cleanrooms, safety and immaculate conditions are essential prerequisites. 
With a wide range of solutions for leasing, sourcing, cleaning and maintaining textiles used in 
cleanrooms, Berendsen Cleanroom Service, located in Bolsward in the Netherlands, ensures 
that many industries, in particular those active in the pharmaceutical (biotech) and micro-
electronic sectors, are supplied with clean textiles and related articles that are safe to work 
with.

“We call ourselves the contamina-

tion control specialist, as we offer 

comprehensive services to prevent 

any contamination of a clean-

room,” says Erik Otten, Sales and 

Marketing Director of Berendsen 

Cleanroom Service, who will take 

on the position of Country Manager 

for the Netherlands and Belgium 

later this year. “Renting out and 

cleaning articles, in particular 

clothing, is our main service, 

generating 80% of our turnover.” 

Berendsen as a multinational 

company employs a workforce of 

16,000 people in Europe, over 600 

of whom are part of the cleanroom 

segment. More than 100 of them 

are located in Bolsward. The of-

ficial headquarters of the parent 

company is situated in London.

The brand name Micronclean is 

used in the Netherlands and the 

UK, while elsewhere the company 

Berendsen has established itself 

as a leading European textile busi-

ness with more than 100 years of 

experience in the textile and ser-

vice industry. “Micronclean started 

30 years ago as a family-owned 

company before becoming part 

of the cleanroom business line of 

Berendsen in 2001,” points out 

Mr. Otten. In this division, eleven 

cleanroom laundries from ten 

countries are combined, serving 

customers in 18 countries. The 

Bolsward site is one of these laun-

dries, serving the Dutch and Bel-

gian markets exclusively. The main 

focus of Berendsen Cleanroom 

Service is on renting out textile 

goods, the management of stock, 

the collection of soiled items, and 

the delivery of cleaned, repaired 

and quality-checked textiles that 

are ready for use in cleanrooms.

“Apart from renting out and clean-

ing clothing, clogs and goggles, 

we also rent out a special cleaning 

system which we have developed 

in cooperation with Vileda,” says 

Mr. Otten. “Our employees are ac-

tive at our customers’ sites in order 

to take on delivery and distribution 

of all articles. We operate fully au-

Berendsen Cleanroom Service is truly a European player and is present in various countries across the 
continent

›››
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Berendsen Cleanroom 
Service
Micronclean 
Koopman Heeresweg 10 
8701 PR Bolsward 
The Netherlands

 +31 515 570820 
 +31 515 578981

 info@berendsen.nl 
 www.berendsen.nl

tomated ‘vending machines’ that 

we place at the customers’ sites 

so that their employees can use 

a special card to get the required 

clothing from the machine. Rent-

ing out, cleaning and distribution 

– these are the key assets we offer 

to customers in high-tech working 

environments, research facilities 

as well as in pharmaceutical and 

medical device companies.” 

The company focuses greatly on 

innovation, and innovation remains 

a driving force that keeps the com-

pany ahead of the competition. 

“We develop new products, often 

in cooperation with our customers 

and suppliers,” points out Mr. Ot-

ten. “One of our new products is a 

doormat that can be replaced by 

our drivers. That is a true innova-

tion in this market. In the past, the 

whole floor had to be treated, but 

now this mat, which is placed in 

front of several doors in a row, is 

sufficient. The Berendsen Fleximat 

will be promoted from this week 

on by our sales personnel.” Ber-

endsen Cleanroom Service offers 

services, textiles and cleanroom 

products tailored to meet the de-

mands of various customer groups. 

“We make use of a segmentation 

model, concentrating on industry 

governed by GMP norms as well 

as on specialized environments in 

health care, where protection from 

viruses is an issue. In addition, 

we are active in microelectronics. 

Here, we provide clothing that pre-

vents electric charging of the tex-

tiles as it would affect production 

processes,” explains Mr. Otten.

In the coming years, Berendsen 

Cleanroom Service will concentrate 

on new innovations as a prerequi-

site for its position in the high-end 

segment of cleaning. Being one of 

the growth parts of the business 

within the corporate structure, the 

subsidiary will strive for continuous 

expansion. ❙

The new Berendsen Fleximat doormat ensures clean floors and can easily be re-
moved for cleaning

›››  Interview with Erik Otten, Sales and Marketing Manager 

at Berendsen Cleanroom Service, Micronclean BV
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la Clinique des Cèdres
21 Rue Albert Londres 
38130 Echirolles 
France

 +33 4 56581005 
 +33 4 56581000 

  info@cliniquesdescedres.com
 www.cliniquedescedres.com

Interview with Dr. Guillaume Richalet, CEO of la Clinique des Cèdres

Stopping infection – before it starts
While hospitals are known for healing and curing people, there is always the risk that a pa-
tient will become sicker after a stay. The problem is cross-contamination from other patients. 
It is an issue that hospitals have fought since their earliest existence, but a clinic in France 
may have a solution. La Clinique des Cèdres, located in Echirolles, uses a robot to test pa-
tients upon arrival, thus stopping any infections in their tracks.

La Clinique des Cèdres is a 

modern clinic that relies on an 

American-made robot to analyze 

patients when they arrive. It can 

test their risk of infecting others, 

and if the result is positive, the 

decontamination process can be-

gin immediately. “We can begin 

treating or operating on the patient 

right away without any dangers of 

infection,” says CEO Dr. Guillaume 

Richalet. “We have the results 

within an hour.” Dr. Richalet, also 

a practicing physician, is an expert 

in bacteriology and hygiene, so 

he knows about keeping his clinic 

contaminant-free. La Clinique des 

Cèdres was founded in Grenoble 

in 1969 and moved to the suburbs 

in 2006. The new building was 

three times larger and integrated 

contamination prevention into its 

architecture. As orthopedics ac-

counts for 40% of its patients and 

has the greatest risk of infection, 

the operating rooms were built to 

its standards. 

The clinic’s location in the Alps 

and a popular ski region means it 

sees its share of skiing accidents, 

but that is not its only focus. Sur-

gery lies at the heart of la Clinique 

des Cèdres, and the number of 

beds in the clinic dedicated to sur-

gery greatly exceeds the national 

average. 60% of its procedures are 

outpatient. “Orthopedic surgery is 

our biggest field, but we also offer 

procedures in gynecology, oncolo-

gy, urology, pulmonology and gas-

troenterology, as well as cosmetic 

surgery,” Dr. Richalet says.  

The air-purifying ceilings in the 

clinic’s 13 operating rooms are just 

one factor that makes la Clinique 

des Cèdres a top choice among 

patients. It also features an emer-

gency department with a landing 

spot for its own helicopter – part of 

the clinic’s services since its move. 

“We treat 22,000 emergency pa-

tients a year,” Dr. Richalet notes. 

The maternity ward offers seven 

delivery rooms, and there are three 

rooms for various endoscopic ex-

aminations. In addition, the clinic 

has its own laboratory, headed by 

Dr. Richalet, which works 24 hours 

a day, seven days a week.

With the highly infectious Ebola 

virus making headlines, many 

are turning to the hyper-hygienic 

clinic for answers. “We cannot 

treat Ebola patients,” Dr. Richalet 

says. “However, if a patient came 

to our emergency room, we could 

diagnose the virus quickly in a pre-

liminary test. We are also working 

on additional options here.” ❙

La Clinique des Cèdres, located in the Alps, sees many patients who have had skiing accidents
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Battling bacteria
It happens every year like clockwork: The temperature starts to drop, and the number of 
people fighting colds and the flu skyrockets. As a result, more and more people are using 
antibacterial care products, especially when they are on the go. They turn to the German 
company Dr. Schumacher GmbH, one of the leading European manufacturers of wet wipes 
for baby, cosmetics, personal hygiene and the home. Dr. Schumacher GmbH also provides 
clinics, doctors’ offices and nursing homes with disinfecting, hygiene and care products. 

Dr. Schumacher GmbH was 

founded by Dr. Henning Schu-

macher in 1978. Today his sons 

Dierk and Jens are the Managing 

Directors, with Dierk in charge of 

the consumer sector and Jens 

responsible for the commercial 

medical field. Innovations are of 

utmost importance, such as the 

Cleanisept wipes forte for disinfect-

ing ultrasound units quickly. “Ul-

trasound sensors are hard to clean 

fast,” Jens Schumacher explains. 

“Our wipes are gentle and alcohol-

free, and within one minute, they 

kill all the viruses on the unit.” Dr. 

Schumacher GmbH’s Ultrasol aktiv 

and Perfektan aktiv wipes are ideal 

for other medical instruments. 

These high-quality, quick-acting 

wipes are based on active oxygen. 

“We try to make our products as 

eco-friendly as possible,” he adds. 

Along this line, Dr. Schumacher 

GmbH is developing microplastics 

that disintegrate in water. This 

material will be used for moist toilet 

paper, to be launched later this 

year. “It will biodegrade before it 

reaches the water treatment facil-

ity,” Dierk Schumacher points out. 

As one of the most innovative 

companies in its field, Dr. Schu-

macher GmbH is growing rapidly. 

In the consumer sector, its annual 

growth rates exceed 30%. “Wet 

wipes are very convenient, which 

is what consumers want,” says 

Dierk Schumacher. “In both areas 

of activity, we always have new 

developments.” The company is 

expanding not only in products but 

also in staff. About 15% of its em-

ployees are in training, and nearly 

all of them will stay on board when 

they finish. “Our staff is dedicated 

to us and our work,” says CFO 

Paul Stanek. “Support comes from 

within.” The company also puts 

down its success to its family-run 

structure. “We offer continuity in 

our strategy and personnel,” Dierk 

Schumacher adds. “Our competi-

tors are constantly changing; we 

are simply constant.”

With exports to 68 countries, Dr. 

Schumacher GmbH aims for fur-

ther internationalization. “We want 

our brand to be the number one 

worldwide,” Jens Schumacher 

says. “There are 20 new markets 

we would like to explore, and from 

there we can offer a country-spe-

cific approach.” Co-localization will 

be key. “We can supply an ultra-

concentrate to our branches,” 

Dierk Schumacher explains. “They 

just have to mix it with very high 

quality water to yield the actual 

product. That way, we keep our 

know-how a secret while saving 

transport costs.” ❙

Dr. Schumacher GmbH
Am Roggenfeld 3 
34323 Malsfeld-Beiseförth 
Germany

 +49 5664 94960 
 +49 5664 8444

 info@schumacher-online.com 
 www.schumacher-online.com

Dr. Schumacher GmbH has a broad range of disinfecting, hygiene and care products for the commercial, medical and private sectors

Interview with Jens Schumacher (l.) and Dierk Schumacher, 

Managing Directors of Dr. Schumacher GmbH
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